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Calvary Chapel In Oxnard This concludes a five-part series on the role religious faith plays in the political arena. Parts One through Four ch ...
The Place Of Faith In Shaping Political Views • Part 5
The founders of Soul Cap and nonprofits Laru Beya, Tankproof, and Empowered Swimming on why the FINA ruling against swim caps for Afro hair must be overturned ...
Why the Ruling Against Swim Caps for Afro Hair at the Olympics Is a Step Backward for Sports
Swimming caps designed for natural Afro and textured hair by Black-owned brand Soul Cap, which previously collaborated with British swimmer Alice Dearing, will not be allowed at the 2020 Tokyo ...
Swimming Caps for Natural Black Hair Banned From the Olympics
The prime minister must face Israel’s most pressing problems; the president can shape Israel’s soul. Today’s primary ... but rallying around our new government equally intensely.
Isaac Herzog's mission as president: Shaping Israel's soul - opinion
That you’re for all the people, not just the North?” The president thought the moment was right for a history lesson. Then and there, in front of the leaders of his party in a contentious time just ...
Perspective: The moral utility of history
On June 30, Soul Cap posted on social media that its swimming cap was denied certification to be worn in the Olympics by FINA, the governing body ... FINA was that the shape of the swimming ...
Yes, a swim cap designed for Black hair was rejected for the Tokyo Olympics
Today marks the 21st death anniversary of eminent folk singer Ali Bux aka Allan Fakir, a singer of his own style who touched heights of folk music through his exceptional voice and unique style of ...
Remembering Allan Fakir — the maestro of folk music
Ali Mustafa dreamed of seeing his beloved Syria freed from Bashar al-Assad’s regime. Then in 2013 he vanished, and his daughter has been searching for him ever since ...
Wafa Mustafa: the woman fighting to find her father – and all of Syria’s disappeared
It is the expression of our soul.” Yet the coronavirus pandemic has ravaged America’s artistic and cultural life. Theaters and concert halls of every shape and size were dark for over a year ...
America needs a Department of Arts and Culture
SOUL CAP wasn’t approved to be worn at the Olympics this summer on the grounds that to the governing body’s ... for Black people because your head shape is not ‘natural’ – meaning ...
Black swimmers deserve to compete in the Olympics in caps that fit our hair
In what form and shape should they be allowed to function? How many of them should exist? The government wants to privatise at least two of them. Let’s wait and watch. Their presence is a must ...
Three decades of liberalisation: Banking highs and lows
This book provides a synthesis of social, demographic and economic change in Quebec City during the British regime, a period which saw the former French ...
Québec City, 1765-1832: The evolution of a colonial town
The soul of the Italian game was laid bare. The joy of defending is an integral part of their history. Italy is referred to as “the boot” because of its shape. The motif works for football ...
England vs Italy: How Giorgio Chiellini and Leonardo Bonucci embody the soul of the Italian game
Their sharp difference came to the open when the state government under Amosun levelled ... next governorship election is gradually taking shape in Ogun State. The raging war of words between ...
Abiodun, Amosun: Battle for the soul of Ogun APC
Inclusivity is realising that no one head shape is "normal ... FINA - the world swimming governing body has denied the approval of Soul Cap swim caps produced to suit Afro hair saying that ...
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